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Early Sounds
Body Movements

Facial Expressions

Requests More of an Object

Does your child intentionally show you that s/he wants more of something (such as a toy
or some food) after already having some of it?
If so, how does your child request more of an object?

❐ fuss, squeal

oncrete SymbolsCC

❐ indicates photo or drawing 
of desired item

❐ indicates object symbol rep- 
resenting desired item

❐ pantomimes desired
object

❐ mimics sound of 
desired object

BUS
Abstract Symbols

❐ spoken word 
(“more”, “ball”)

❐ manual sign
(“more”, “doll”)

❐ written word
(“more”, “ball”)

❐ brailled word
(“more”, “juice”)

❐ abstract 3-D symbol
(“more”, “ball”)

❐ abstract 2-D symbol
(“more”, “cracker”)

❐ whole body movements
(lunge toward object)

❐ moves head towards 
desired item

❐ arm/hand movements

❐ leg movements

❐ smile

Visual

❐ looks at desired object

“I want
more”

LanguageL

❐ combines two or more
symbols
(“more juice”, “want more 
bubbles”)

Type of symbols

______________________

______________________

Simple Gestures

❐ guides your hand to or pulls
you over to desired item

❐ touches desired object
(without taking it)

❐ reaches toward or taps
object

onventional Gestures
  & Vocalizations

C

❐ looks back and forth 
between you and
desired item

❐ points at desired item 

C.4

LEVEL V

LEVEL IV

LEVEL VII

LEVEL VI

LEVEL III
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onventional Gestures
  & Vocalizations

C

❐ beckons to you to come

❐ holds hands up or out 
to you (for “up”)

Body Movements Facial Expressions

Requests a New Action

Does your child intentionally indicate that s/he wants you to perform a new action (one that 
you have not just been engaged in)?
If so, how does your child request (or command) a new action?

oncrete SymbolsCC

❐ indicates photo or drawing 
of desired action

❐ indicates object symbol rep- 
resenting desired action

❐ pantomimes desired
action

❐ mimics sound that goes 
with desired activity, such 
as a tune

BUS
Abstract Symbols

❐ spoken word 
(“tickle”)

❐ manual sign
(“eat”)

❐ written word
(“tickle”)

❐ brailled word
(“swing”)

❐ abstract 3-D symbol
(“rock”)

❐ abstract 2-D symbol
(“tickle”)

❐ whole body movements
(bounce up and down, as 
in desired new action)

❐ arm/hand movements
(move arms as in 
desired new action)

❐ leg movements
(move legs as in 
desired new action)

❐ smiles

“I want
more”

LanguageL

❐ combines two or more
symbols
(“tickle me”, “I want swing”)

Type of symbols

______________________

______________________

Simple Gestures

❐ takes your hand

C.3

LEVEL VIILEVEL VI

LEVEL VLEVEL IV

Visual

❐ looks at you

LEVEL III


